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                 This is a long shot I know but, I've been in a really tough situation and need help catching up so I don't fail. My grandfather died recently whom I was very close with which sent me into a very deep                This is a long shot I know but, I've been in a really tough situation and need help catching up so I don't fail. My grandfather died recently whom I was very close with which sent me into a very deep

                Advanced Algebra   Name _____________________________  6C: Finite Differences , End Behaviors , Pascal’s Triangle v01   Given the sequence:  18 , 51 , 104 , 1 77, 270 , 383 , …  1.  Give next two values of sequence.   1. ________________________________   2. Find explicit formula for sequence. Must show work of three equations for credit.   2. ________________________________   3. Find 78 th term of sequence.   Must have shown work from #2 for credit. 3. ________________________________   4-6: T) Identify sequences ’ first three terms each as reduced impr oper fractions (unless it is an integer)   EB) Determine sequences’ limit / end behavior as n increases without bound (n → ꝏ ) Either write “CONVERG ES to ___ ” wi th correct limit filled in (no partial) or “DIVERGES ”.   4.  5.  6. T) ______________________ ______________________ ______________________   EB) ______________________ ______________________ ______________________ 7-9: Pascal’s Triangle  7. Given four entries in a row of Pascal’s triangle are … 24,310 19,448 12,376 6,188 …;   what are three entries in the next row below?  7. ____________________________________ 8. In order , what are the first four entries in row 28 ?   8. ____________________________________ 9a. What is the largest value in row 28 ?   9a. ____________________________________ 9b. What is the sum of the terms in row 28 ?  9b. ____________________________________  10. Identify the SchnortzSchool analogy used in the video to explain the limit / end behavior for sequences based on rational expressions. WARNING! Spelling counts as it improves one’s “math street cred.”   10. __ ____________ ___ _________ ++ = ++ 43 4 3 2 2 10 8 79 n nn a n n n 42 2 3 5 7 8 6 4 n nn b nn ++ = ++  =  7 8 9 n nc            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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